
Using ActionScript
Lesson Six

 Load the example game - lesson6.2diy

(you will find it in Computer >> Resources >> 2DIY >> Lessons)

 Look at the game but don’t play it! Easy isn’t it! You know exactly where the 
collectable items are, so you can just travel around collecting them.

 Wouldn’t it be great if only one of the items to collect was visible at a time, so that 
you didn’t know where to go next. Imagine playing the game where you can only 
see collectable1, but when you collect that collectable2 appears, then collectable3, 
then collectable4...

 There is piece of code we can use to make the elements be shown, or be 
hidden...

._visible=

 As we discovered in lesson 4 with the _root.showScoreAlways= code there are 
only two choices you can use: True of False, so

._visible=True; would show the element

._visible=False; would hide the element

 We cannot use this code though, as we need to tell the game which element we 
want to show, and which element we should hide. We need to identify each 
element. Each element has a special number, and in a platform game the monster 
elements start with _root.s13. So in our game “1” is _root.s3, “2” is _root.s4 going 
all the way up to “6” which is _root.s8

 Why are we using monster elements? Because they allow code to be added 
during a collision. Apple elements don’t have a collision detector option. 

 Now we can use the code by telling the game which element to show or hide.

_root.s4._visible=false;

 Because we want all but the first item to be hidden at the start of the game, 
where should be put the code?
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 If you started the game now, you would see that only number “1” can be seen - 
but the game isn’t ready yet. We need to tell the game when it collides with number 
1 that it needs to show number 2, and hide number 1

 Because we are using a monster element we can enter the code in the 
‘Advanced’ collision area. We need to hide this element using the _this code

_this._visible=false; 

and show the next element using

_root.s[the next number]._visible=true;

 Once we collect the last monster element, the game will not stop, because we 
haven’t collected any apple elements. We have to collect an apple element to end 
the game. We could use the first apple in the list on the right of the screen. It has a 
special number (just like the monsters). The first apple is _root.s12 

Don’t forget to hide the apple element at the start of the game

 Play the game. Does it take longer to collect everything by hiding the elements?

 Finally, to complete your game;

• You only used 6 of the monster elements, you could add a few to make the game 
even more of a challenge

• Click on the ‘i’ icon and give your game a name

• Leave the platform graphics as they are for the moment*

• You can change the graphic of the collectable monster elements, and the apple 
elements, to make them all look the same

• Save your game (call it ‘lesson6’) into your own area.

* As we are learning how to use code to alter our games, we don’t want to spend 
time looking for graphics. We can make our games look great once we have learnt 
all about coding, and have our games working correctly.
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Congratulations - you’ve completed this ActionScript unit of work


